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Introduction

When you flip through National Geographic, you get to explore. We 
pride ourselves, as a leading nature publication, in our ability to 
make the reader feel that they are truly living through our 
photographers.



Who We Are
National Geographic Travel is a multi-platform travel brand telling 
visually-driven, unexpected stories about the world. We provide 
travel information and inspiration found nowhere else, exposing 
people to new cultures and places.

https://www.ispot.tv/ad/AoE0/national-geographic-wild-to-inspire 

https://www.ispot.tv/ad/AoE0/national-geographic-wild-to-inspire


Who is Leica?

○ First portable camera brand

○ Hand-made, German engineered for over 100 years

○ Professional users. 

○ A very expensive alternative with the best lenses on the 
market. 





Leica’s Business Problem

● Leica is currently looking to increase their market share in 
the global digital camera market by 1%

● Leica’s biggest customer base is in the US

● Currently, leica dominates only 0.15% of global market 
share



National Geographic SWOT

Opportunities ● General audience interest in issues of environmental 
and social welfare

Weaknesses ● Magazine is a stagnant medium  

Strengths

● Well-established and trusted form of media 
● A leader in exploration

○ Published for the first time in 1888
● High level of customer loyalty and trust in the 

publication
● A leader in exploration
● Interactive and personable social media presence

Threats
● General decline of the print industry coinciding 

with a rise in technology
● Social and environmental danger



Research Data
1. Leica inspires passion and pride in the hearts of its customers 
2. It's the perfect fit for national Geographic: a magazine known for its awe 

inspiring pictures and ability to dazzle readers. 
3. To spread awareness to the right crowd is crucial with Leica. Being 

placed in National Geographic gives Leica an opportunity to connect 
with a reader base that shares equal passion for photography and 
capturing something incredible. 

4. National Geographic is a superior publication and would be ideal for the 
prospect: 
a. Massive exposure to an audience of passionate individuals who 

love amazing photography
b. With the impact of a well placed ad Leica can expand its 

awareness greatly 
c. No other magazine has the impact on photos that Nat Geo has. 





Demographics of National Geographic
● Predominantly Male
● Median Age is 51 years old
● Median HHI of $133,481
● Most readers attended and graduated college with bachelors 

or postgraduate degree
● The highest percentage of readers work in managerial or 

professional occupation
● 67.7% of readers are married



Leica Demographics
● Luxury with a passion for photography. 
● The individuals who like leica are not necessarily rich 

but the love for the brand is where they put their money
● The relationship between traveling,nature and passion 

make up leicas core.
● The brand is built off of a similar  focus as National 

Geographic where the viewers and users are the main 
focus of the brand 



Why National Geographic is Different 

● Leica can potentially benefit from access to Nat Geo’s proprietary research 
panel of 13,000+ highly involved readers
○ Benefits

■ Gauge Reader reaction to adv creative
■ Ask  question about upcoming product launch
■ Learn about advertising  competitors
■ Gain market insights



Leica & National Geographic = Perfect Duo

What do we have in common?
● Lecia works with photojournalists foremost in mind. 

Leica’s success is built on the  success of 
photographers from the 1930s to present. 



Sales Plan Proposal
Time Frame: September 2019 Issue - August 2020 Issue

Budget: $1.5 million 

Worldwide Edition
● 2 - One Page B&W placement at $497,070
● 5 - ½ Page B&W placement at $690,050
● 1 - ½ four color placement $183,915
● at 

National Edition
● 1 - ½ B & One color placement at $125,990

Remainder
● $2,975





Ad Placement Schedule
September 2019 - December  2019 

● targeting black friday & holiday shopping

January 2020 - July 2020

● Targeting summer travelers

 



Consumer Testimonials

“The materials are gorgeous!
These are so visually appealing, it really 
encourages us to open them up ad learn.”

-Amy D. Oviedo, FL. 

“National Geographic has always been a 
part of my life and will continue to be 
one. If you're looking for stunning photos 
or information about the world that is 
relatively unbiased, this is the site that 
will not disappoint. National 
Geographic's magazines are also a 
must-read. They're very informative and 
interesting. Every photo of theirs will 
make you feel awed.”

-Dennis W.

“I absolutely love this magazine since 
I was in high school. NatGeo is one of 
these "old but gold" things. I definitely 
recommend everyone to make this 
magazine a part of your life, too. It is 
educational and entertaining at the 
same time.”

-Samuel R.



Conclusion
● National Geographic is the perfect magazine publication to 

advertise Leica because…
● National Geographic is a well-known magazine with a large 

reach and can help build the brand awareness of Leica
● Both National Geographics and Leica have similar target 

audiences 
● National Geographics is known for their traveling and 

photography



Questions?
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